Multi-parameter estimation in networked quantum sensors
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We introduce a general model for a network of quantum sensors, and we use this model to consider
the question: When can entanglement between the sensors, and/or global measurements, enhance
the precision with which the network can measure a set of unknown parameters? We rigorously
answer this question by presenting precise theorems proving that for a broad class of problems there
is, at most, a very limited intrinsic advantage to using entangled states or global measurements.
Moreover, for many estimation problems separable states and local measurements are optimal, and
can achieve the ultimate quantum limit on the estimation uncertainty. This immediately implies
that there are broad conditions under which simultaneous estimation of multiple parameters cannot
outperform individual, independent estimations. Our results apply to any situation in which spatially localized sensors are unitarily encoded with independent parameters, such as when estimating
multiple linear or non-linear optical phase shifts in quantum imaging, or when mapping out the
spatial profile of an unknown magnetic field. We conclude by showing that entangling the sensors
can enhance the estimation precision when the parameters of interest are global properties of the
entire network.

Quantum networks are central to a growing number
of quantum information technologies, including quantum computation [1, 2] and cryptography [3, 4]. Many
important metrology problems can be framed in terms
of networks, including mapping magnetic fields [5–9],
phase imaging [10–16] and global frequency standards
[17]. However, there is no general consensus on whether
entanglement within a network of sensors can enhance
the precision to which the network can measure a set
of unknown parameters: entanglement provides significant enhancements in some cases [17, 18] but not others [14, 19]. Given the immense challenges faced in the
creation and manipulation of entangled states, developing a complete understanding of when such resources
are advantageous for multi-parameter estimation is of
paramount importance.
In this letter we introduce and analyze a general model
that encompasses a wide range of those quantum multiparameter estimation (MPE) problems that might naturally be termed a “quantum sensing network” (QSN).
Our QSN model (Fig. 1) includes any situation in which
spatially or temporally localized sensors are encoded with
independent parameters. Hence, our results have direct
implications for multi-mode linear [10–16] or non-linear
[11] optical phase shift estimation for quantum imaging,
mapping unknown spatially or temporally changing fields
[5–9], estimating many-qubit Hamiltonians [18], and networks comprised of clocks [17], BECs [20], interferometers [14], or hybrid elements [21]. Beyond these examples, any situation in which independent parameters are
unitarily imprinted on different quantum subsystems fits
into our model.
Using our model we show that, if the generators of

FIG. 1. A network of quantum sensors. The kth node represents a “sensor” into which the vector parameter φ[k] is
encoded via a local unitary evolution. The connections between the nodes denote that, in general, the sensors can be
entangled, and/or global measurements can be performed.

all of the unknown parameters commute, no fundamental precision enhancement can be achieved by entangling
the sensors or by performing global measurements. In
this case, states that are separable between the sensors
– which are often easier to prepare experimentally – can
achieve the ultimate quantum limit. We then look at
the case of non-commuting parameter generators; here
we demonstrate that entanglement between sensors can
at most enhance the estimation precision by a factor of
two. We conclude by showing that entangling the sensors
can significantly enhance the precision when estimating
global parameters, such as the average of all the unknown
parameters in the network [17].
Whenever a protocol employs entangled resources it
is fundamentally indivisible into separate, independent
estimations at each location: it is intrinsically a simultaneous [9–16, 22] estimation method. As such, our results directly imply that there are broad conditions under which simultaneous estimation cannot outperform a
strategy that estimates each parameter individually, conclusively proving that enhancements from simultaneous
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estimation [9–13, 16, 22] are not generic.
Multi-parameter estimation (MPE) – Consider a
quantum system with Hilbert space H, and let D(H)
and M (H) denote the space of density operators and
positive-operator valued measures (POVMs) on H, respectively. We will use the standard framework for a
quantum metrology protocol [23–25]: An experimenter
picks some ρ ∈ D(H) and M ∈ M (H) and implements
µ repeats of: i) prepare ρ; ii) let ρ evolve to ρφ = Uφ ρUφ†
where Uφ is a unitary that depends on d unknown parameters φ = (φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φd )T ; iii) apply the measurement
M to ρφ . An estimate of φ is then calculated from experimental outcomes using an estimator Φ.
A common measure of the estimation uncertainty is the
T
covariance matrix Cov(Φ) = E[(Φ − E[Φ]) (Φ − E[Φ]) ],
where E[·] is the expected value. For any unbiased estimator, the quantum Cramér-Rao bound (QCRB) states
that Cov(Φ) ≥ (Fµ)−1 [26–30], where F is the quantum Fisher information matrix (QFIM) for ρφ , defined
by Fkl := Tr[ρφ L̂k L̂l + ρφ L̂l L̂k ]/2 with L̂k solving
∂ρφ /∂φk = (ρφ L̂k + L̂k ρφ )/2 [26–30]. Note that for matrices A and B, A ≥ B denotes that A − B is positive
semi-definite. For d = 1 and any ρφ there is always a
measurement and an estimator that saturate the QCRB
as µ → ∞ [29, 31, 32], but for d > 1 this is not generally
true [26, 28, 33–37]. Some elements of φ may be of more
interest than others, so we introduce a d × d diagonal
weighting matrix, W , with W ≥ 0, and define the scalar
quantity EΦ := Tr(W Cov(Φ)) [26, 38, 39]. Throughout
this letter, EΦ is the figure P
of merit to minimize. The
QCRB implies that EΦ ≥ µ1 k Wkk [F −1 ]kk .
Quantum sensing networks – In this letter we consider a particular class of quantum MPE problems: quantum sensing networks (QSNs). A QSN is, by definition,
any estimation problem in which we have s quantum systems, which we will call “quantum sensors”, and there
are d unknown parameters with each parameter unitarily encoded into one and only one of the sensors. It is
natural to refer to this model as a QSN because any set
of spatially distributed quantum systems that are each
“sensing” some locally unitarily encoded parameters is a
QSN (although some systems without this spatial structure also fit into this framework).
Our model, illustrated in Fig. 1, encompasses many
metrology problems in the literature [5–18, 20, 21] (see
examples later). More formally, a QSN is any MPE
problem in which the total Hilbert space H may be
decomposed as H = H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hs for some {Hk },
and the unitary evolution may be decomposed as Uφ =
U1 (φ[1] ) ⊗ U2 (φ[2] ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Us (φ[s] ), where φ[k] denotes
the dk -dimensional sub-vector of φ encoded
onto the
P
k th sensor by the unitary Uk , with
k dk = d. Let
φ[1] = (φ1 , . . . , φd1 )T , φ[2] = (φd1 +1 , . . . , φd1 +d2 )T , etc.
Often we wish to compare probe states ρ that contain the same quantity of “resources” R(ρ), for some

R : D(H) → R≥0 . There is no universally applicable definition for the resources within a state; we will consider
functions of the form R(ρ) = Tr[(R̂1 + R̂2 + · · · + R̂s )(ρ)],
where R̂k is any Hermitian operator acting non-trivially
only on sensor k and satisfying R(ρφ ) = R(ρ) (so resources are conserved under the evolution). This includes
the resource counting in most standard metrology problems. E.g., in optical metrology with s modes the total
average number of photons is the standard resource [10–
15], given by R̂k = n̂k , where n̂k is the number operator
on mode k (which commutes with the standard parameter generator, n̂k ). In atomic sensing, the resource is normally the total number of atoms [40–43]. This is obtained
by taking the Hilbert space of each sensor to be the direct
sum of the n-atoms Hilbert space for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and
R̂k to be the atom-counting operator, which commutes
with all atom-number conserving Hamiltonians.
QSNs with commuting parameter generators –
The generator of φk is defined by Ĥk := −i(∂Uφ† /∂φk )Uφ
[44, 45]. Our main results are separated into two cases:
when the generators all commute, and when they do not.
First, consider any QSN in which the generators all commute. Informally, our first result is that for any such estimation problem sensor-separable states can enable an
estimation uncertainty that is at least as small as can be
achieved with sensor-entangled states. This also implies
that, in this setting, simultaneous estimation provides no
intrinsic advantage over individual estimation; the latter
can achieve the ultimate quantum limit. We now state
this precisely:
Theorem 1. Consider any QSN in which [Ĥk , Ĥl ] = 0
for all k, l and where we wish to minimize EΦ where
EΦ = Tr(WCov(Φ)) for some specified W . For any estimator, probe ρ and measurement Mρ , there exists an
estimator, a probe ϕ and a measurement Mϕ for which
1. ϕ is separable between sensors.
2. R(ϕ) ≤ R(ρ).
3. Mϕ is implementable by independent measurements of each sensor.
4. EΦ (ϕ, Mϕ ) ≤ EΦ (ρ, Mρ ) in the asymptotic µ
limit.
Proof. This may be proven by constructing such a ϕ and
Mϕ , for arbitrary ρ and Mρ . First consider pure ρ, i.e.,
ρ = ψ = |ψihψ|. We now find a mapping from ψ to a
state ϕ that satisfies conditions 1 and 2, and that has
an equal
QCRB on EΦ . Consider the state
Ns or smaller
P
|ϕi = k=1 ( λk khψ|λk ik|λk i), where {|λk i} is a set of
orthonormal mutual eigenstates of the generators for all
of the parameters encoded into sensor k. By construction, ψ and ϕ have the same statistics for any operator
that is diagonal in the eigenbasis of the generators, and
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ϕ is separable between sensors. As the resource operator commutes with Uφ , it commutes with the parameter
generators, implying ϕ satisfies conditions 1 and 2.
For a pure state and commuting generators Fkl =
4(hĤk Ĥl i − hĤk ihĤl i) [9, 12, 14]. Using this we find
that ψ and ϕ have the same block-diagonal QFIM elements, where the block diagonals are the sub-QFIMs
for each φ[k] , denoted F[kk] , and ϕ has a block-diagonal
QFIM (ψ in general does not). Now for any QFIM
[F −1 ][kk] ≥ [F[kk] ]−1 , with saturation only for a blockdiagonal QFIM (see the appendix), and hence the diagonal elements of the inverse QFIM of ϕ are
P all smaller than
or equal to those of ψ. Using EΦ ≥ µ1 l Wll [F −1 ]ll , and
noting that when the generators commute there always
exists a measurement and estimator that asymptotically
saturate the QCRB [27], we see that condition 4 is satisfied by some measurement and estimator. It only remains
to show that for one such measurement condition 3 holds,
and for every mixed state ρ, there exists a pure state with
equal or lower EΦ and the same resources. We prove this
in the appendix.
Theorem 1 has practical implications for a range of important estimation problems. For example, consider estimating a set of d optical phases encoded into d modes
(defined with respect to a classical phase reference [46]).
Theorem 1 implies that, for any mode-entangled state
and measurement, there is a mode-separable state and
measurement (acting on only that mode and a local
phase reference) that provides an equal or lower estimation uncertainty, for the same average number of photons through the d phase shifts. So, although highly
mode-entangled states can provide high estimation precision [10–12, 16], this entanglement is not necessary. This
supersedes the results of Ref. [14], which apply only to
mode-symmetric states.
Importantly, Theorem 1 is only directly applicable
when the set of states, from which we wish to find the best
ρ, is the set of all density operators on H = H1 ⊗· · ·⊗Hs .
Hence, if we restrict the allowed ρ to S ⊂ D(H), Theorem
1 is only applicable if S contains all ρ on some smaller
Hilbert space H0 that still factorizes. This is not the case
for some global constraints on the state. This reconciles
our theorem with Humphreys et al. [10], who show that
highly-entangled “generalized NOON states” provide a
precision enhancement over individual estimation strategies, for the d-optical-phases problem, when only states
with definite total photon number are considered.
Interestingly, Theorem 1 may be extended to further
classes of S. This includes any S containing pure states
whereby every state in S can be mapped to a sensorseparable state in S with the same measurement statistics
for operators diagonal in the eigenbasis of the generators
(the proof is a trivial adaption of that given above). This
implies that, if considering only Gaussian optical states
in the d-phases problem, entanglement cannot reduce the

estimation uncertainty. As such, our theorem strengthens and complements the results of Ref. [15].
Theorem 1 may also be applied to other important
metrology scenarios: It implies that the estimation of
non-linear optical phase shifts on many modes [11] does
not benefit from mode-entanglement, and in a network
of clocks [17], if each clock is used for local timekeeping
then entangling the clocks will not enhance the precision.
A magnetic field sensing problem is considered later.
QSNs with non-commuting parameter generators
– There are a variety of important estimation problems
for which the generators do not commute [9, 47, 48], such
as estimating the three spatial components of a magnetic
field [9], or estimating completely unknown unitaries [48].
We now adapt Theorem 1 to the case of non-commuting
parameter generators.
Consider an arbitrary QSN with some non-commuting
parameter generators. In our model, the generators of parameters imprinted on different sensors always commute,
so only the generators of parameters encoded into the
same sensor can be non-commuting. When estimating
parameters with non-commuting generators, it is known
that the optimal estimation protocol will generally require a probe that is entangled with an ancilla [47, 48].
In a QSN, other sensors in the network can potentially
play a similar role to ancillas, and so sensor-entanglement
might reduce estimation uncertainty. However, any enhancement in the estimation precision gained from entanglement between sensors can instead be obtained by entangling each sensor with a local ancilla. The cost of this
is that resources can be consumed by the ancillary system; twice the resources might be required to obtain the
same estimation precision without sensor-entanglement.
We can state this precisely in the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Consider any QSN in which we wish to
minimize EΦ . For any estimator, probe state ρ ∈ D(H)
and measurement Mρ ∈ M (H), there exists an estimator, probe ϕ ∈ D(H ⊗ H) and measurement Mϕ ∈
M (H ⊗ H) for which
1. ϕ is separable between sensors, but each sensors can
be entangled with a local ancilla.
2. R(ϕ) ≤ 2R(ρ).
3. Mϕ is implementable by independent measurements of each sensor.
4. EΦ (ϕ, Mϕ ) ≤ EΦ (ρ, Mρ ) in the asymptotic µ
limit.
A complete proof is provided in the appendix (it closely
follows the proof of Theorem 1). Note that condition 2 in
this theorem depends on how resources used in ancillary
sensors are counted, and here we have counted resources
in the ancillas and sensors equally. If ancillas are considered cost-free then condition 2 improves to R(ϕ) ≤ R(ρ).
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Whether entanglement with a local ancilla is practically
plausible is application dependent. Theorem 2 can be
applied to a range of practical QSN problems. For example, if we wish to characterize a multi-dimensional field
at multiple locations, then entanglement between atomic
sensors at these locations can provide no improvement
in precision compared to entangling these atoms with
some local ancillary system (which may contribute to
total resources used). This complements the results of
Ref. [9], which provides strategies for single-site estimation of multi-dimensional fields.
Estimating global functions of φ – In some sensing
problems it may not be necessary to estimate φ. Instead,
the parameter(s)
of interest could be some function(s) of
P
φ, e.g., k φk . In this case, the aim is to optimize the
QSN for estimating these functions, and this encompasses
many important problems, including measuring: phase
differences in one [49] or more [14] interferometers; the
average or sum of many parameters [17]; a linear gradient
[50, 51]. A global property of the network is some vector (or scalar) with elements that are functions of {φk }
depending non-trivially on many or all of the φk , which
includes the examples given above. We now show that
the optimal protocol for estimating global properties of
a QSN often requires sensor-entangled states.
For simplicity, we consider estimating a single linear function of φ; θ = v T φ for some v ∈ Rd . To
fix arbitrary
P constants, let kvk2 = 1 and vk ≥ 0 ∀k
(kvkp := [ k |vk |p ]1/p ). Moreover, consider a QSN consisting of ≤ N particles (e.g., atoms or photons) distributed over d sensors, with φk encoded into sensor
k. We take the parameter generators to all be identical (except that they act on different sensors), with the
maximal and minimal eigenvalues of the generator for
≤ n particles in a sensor, λmax,n and λmin,n , satisfying
λmax,n − λmin,n = κn for some constant κ > 0. Denote
corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors by |λmax,n i and
|λmin,n i. Examples that fit into this setting include estimating a function of many linear optical phase shifts, or
of a spatially varying 1-dimensional magnetic field with
multi-level atoms, or qubits [18].
Although we only wish to estimate θ, there are many
unknown parameters. Hence, to bound Var(Θ) =
E[Θ2 ]−E[Θ]2 (Θ is the estimate of θ) requires the QCRB
on θ = (θ, θ2 , . . . )T = M φ for some matrix M with
(M φ)1 = θ. We may take M to be orthogonal, as only
the first row of M is specified by the problem. The relevant QFIM is then F(θ) = M F(φ)M T [29].
The optimal n-particle state of sensor k for estimating φk is ∝ |λmin,n i + |λmax,n i, so the optimal N particle QSN sensor-separable state for estimating θ is
⊗d
∝ (|λmin,wk i + |λmax,wk i) optimized over w ∈ Nd with
kwk1 = N . By calculating the QFIM of this w-optimized
state, for any pure and sensor-separable state we have
Var(Θ) ≥ kvk22/3 /(µκ2 N 2 ) ≥ kvk31 /(µκ2 N 2 ), where µ

is the number of experimental repeats. Now, assuming that vk /kvk1 is rational and that N is such that
ṽk ≡ N vk /kvk1 is an integer ∀k, consider the sensorentangled GHZ-like state

1 
⊗d
⊗d
.
|ψghz,v i = √ |λmax,ṽk i + |λmin,ṽk i
2

(1)

The QFIM for this state is F(φ) = κ2 N 2 vv T /kvk21 , and
hence F(θ)11 = κ2 N 2 /kvk21 with all other matrix elements zero. This QFIM is singular, but the state depends
on θ, so the saturable QCRB for this state is given by
Var(Θ) ≥ 1/(µF(θ)11 ) = kvk21 /(µκ2 N 2 ).
As kvk2 = 1, for all non-trivial v (i.e., v with multiple non-zero elements) kvk1 > 1. Hence, for all such
v entanglement between sensors reduces the estimation
uncertainty below what is obtainable with any sensorseparable state. Moreover, kvk1 is maximal when v ∝
(1, 1, . . . , 1), and so the precision enhancement is largest
when estimating the average or sum of all d parameters.
In this setting, the reduction in the estimation variance
is a factor of 1/d (as then kvk21 /kvk22/3 = 1/d).
To illustrate these results, we now apply them to a
simple – but practically relevant – example: estimating
the difference between the magnetic field strength at two
locations with N qubits (i.e., gradient
estimation). Con√
2
with
φk for k = 1, 2
sider estimating θ = (φP
−
φ
)/
2
1
generated by Jˆz,k = 21 j σz,k,j on sensor k, which consists of nk qubits for n1 + n2 = N , where σz,k,j is the
σz operator on qubit j in sensor k. Our results imply
n
n
n
n
that a global GHZ-like state ∝ |↓i 1 |↑i 2 + |↑i 1 |↓i 2
with n1 = n2 = N/2 has an uncertainty reduction of
1/2 compared to any sensor-separable state. However, if
we instead wish to estimate φ1 and φ2 (or φ2 − φ1 and
φ2 + φ1 ), then the above state is not appropriate, as it is
sensitive only to φ2 − φ1 . In this case, Theorem 1 implies
that the optimal probe state is separable between the
atoms at the two sites (the optimal state is then a local
GHZ-like state at each site). Importantly, note that these
conclusions do not necessarily hold if φ1 and φ2 have a
known dependence: the extreme case is when we know
that φ1 = φ2 , in which case estimating φ ≡ φ1 = φ2 is a
well-known one-parameter problem, and a global GHZ is
optimal [41, 52]. This example can be directly adapted
to l-level atoms, > 2 sensors, and more general linear
functions.
Recently, Ge et al. [53] have applied our results to the
estimation of a function of d linear phase shifts, and they
have shown how to obtain the O(d) precision enhancement, derived above, by entangling photons using a linear
optical network. These interesting results show that the
O(d) enhancement proven here is potentially obtainable
with current technology.
Conclusions: Quantum metrology is a powerful emerging technology, but while many practical problems unavoidably involve more than one unknown parameter,
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the critical resources for obtaining the ultimate quantum limit in multi-parameter estimation (MPE) are not
yet well-understood. In this setting, simultaneous estimation, entanglement between sensors, and global measurements are possible avenues for improving estimation
precision that are not relevant in the single-parameter
scenario [9–13, 16, 22].
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φ[1] := (φ1 , . . . , φd1 )T ,

In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1
from the main text. The elements of the proof that we
deferred to this appendix are: (A) A proof that any invertible QFIM F satisfies
(2)

where the meaning of this notation (already introduced
in the main text) will be clarified below; (B) A proof
that, for any QSN with commuting parameter generators, when the initial state of the QSN is the ϕ state,
introduced in the main text, the QCRB is saturated by
a POVM that can be implemented by independent measurements at each of the sensors; and (C) A proof that
for every mixed state of the QSN there exists a pure state
of the QSN that, when used as the initial state for the
estimation, results in an equal or lower estimation uncertainty EΦ (when the optimal measurement is used)
whilst using up the same amount of resources. We now
prove (A – C) in turn, in Propositions 1 – 3, respectively.
In order to make it clear exactly which sub-matrices
of the QFIM and inverse QFIM we are referring to in
Eq. (2), we begin by first giving a detailed explanation
of our sub-vector and sub-matrix notation, that we introduced briefly in the main text. As in the main text,
consider “partitioning” the d-dimensional vector φ into
m sub-vectors, where the k th sub-vector has a dimension
of dk and d = d1 + · · · + dm . More specifically, let the 1st

(3)

let the 2nd sub-vector be
φ[2] := (φ1+d1 , . . . , φd1 +d2 )T ,

(4)

and so on. Therefore, by denoting d<k := d1 + d2 + · · · +
dk−1 , the k th sub-vector is given by
φ[k] := (φ(1+d<k ) , . . . , φ(dk +d<k ) )T .

(5)

Using an analogous notation, for a d × d matrix M and
a given partitioning of d into d = d1 + · · · + dm , we let
M[jk] denote the sub-matrix of M obtained by removing
the elements that are not both in rows 1+d<j to dj +d<j
and columns 1 + d<k to dk + d<k . Hence,


M[11] M[12] · · · M[1m]
 M[21] M[22] · · · M[2m] 


M = .
(6)
..
..  .
..
 ..
.
.
. 
M[m1] M[m2] · · · M[mm]
Note that the parentheses in the subscripts of this notation are used to denote that these are sub-vectors and
sub-matrices of φ and M , respectively, and not just the
ordinary scalar elements of φ and M . It will be useful to
define
Pj := {1 + d<j , 2 + d<j , . . . , dj + d<j },

Proof of theorem 1

[F −1 ][kk] ≥ [F[kk] ]−1 ,

sub-vector, denoted φ[1] , be given by

(7)

i.e, Pj contains the labels for the parameters in the j th
partition.
Proposition 1. For any invertible QFIM F for a ddimensional vector φ, and an arbitrary partitioning of
this vector into sub-vectors, φ[1] , φ[2] , . . . , φ[m] ,
−1

[F −1 ][kk] ≥ F[kk]
,
(8)
for all k = 1, 2, . . . , m. Moreover, the equality is obtained
for any particular k if and only if F[jk] = F[kj] = 0 for
all j 6= k.
To understand this statement and the following proof,
it is important to note that for two matrices A and B,
A ≥ B and A 6= B does not imply that A > B.
Proof. Any QFIM F is real, symmetric and positive semidefinite [29], and if it is invertible it is positive definite.
As such, we can instead prove this proposition for an
arbitrary finite-dimensional d × d real, symmetric and
positive definite matrix, A, and an arbitrary partitioning
d = d1 +· · ·+dm of this matrix. For any such partitioning
consider the d × d matrix Pk defined by the action on an
arbitrary vector v:

 

v [1]
v [1]
 ..   .. 
 .   . 

 

Pk  v
(9)
=
.
 [m−2]  v [m−1] 
v [m−1]   v [m] 
v [m]
v [k]
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Pk is a permutation matrix and hence Pk PkT = 1. Consider the matrix Ã(k) = Pk APkT . This Ã(k) matrix is
symmetric as A is symmetric. For any s × s matrix, C,
and t × s matrix, B, then
C > 0 =⇒ BCB T ≥ 0,

(10)

and if B is a (square) invertible matrix then BCB T > 0
[61]. Hence Ã(k) > 0 because A > 0 and Pk is invertible.
It may be confirmed that


A[6=k] ATk
Ã(k) =
,
(11)
Ak A[kk]
where A[6=k] is a positive definite matrix consisting of
those A[mn] matrices with m 6= k and n 6= k (its exact form is irrelevant) and Ak = (A[k1] , A[k2] , . . . , A[km] )
where the second label in the subscripts here takes each
value sequentially except that it misses out k.
Consider any matrix M that is symmetric, positive
definite and has the form


a bT
M=
,
(12)
b c
where a and c are square matrices of any sizes and b is of
the appropriate dimensions to make this a valid matrix.
M > 0 implies that a > 0 and c > 0. The inverse of M
exists and is given explicitly by
 −1

a + a−1 bT g −1 ba−1 −a−1 bT g −1
M −1 =
, (13)
−g −1 ba−1
g −1
where g = c−ba−1 bT . It follows that ba−1 bT ≥ 0 because
a−1 > 0 (see Eq. (10)) and therefore c ≥ g, which implies
that c−1 ≤ g −1 .
When b = 0 (i.e., M is block diagonal) then c = g
which implies that c−1 = g −1 . Now,
 −1 T 
ba b kk = b(k)T a−1 b(k),
(14)
where bT = (b(1), b(2), . . . ), i.e., we have written bT as
a row vector of column vectors. As a−1 > 0, and via
Eq. (14) and the definition of a positive definite matrix,
then if b(k) 6= 0 it follows that [ba−1 bT ]kk > 0. This
implies that ba−1 bT = 0 only if b = bT = 0. Hence,
because obviously c 6= g if and only if ba−1 bT 6= 0 then
c 6= g if and only if b 6= 0. Therefore, we have shown that
the inverse of the bottom right diagonal matrix in M ,
c−1 , is less than or equal to the bottom right diagonal
matrix in M −1 with the equality obtained only when M
is block-diagonal.
Now, by noting that Ã(k) has been written in the form
of the matrix in Eq. (12), and satisfies the conditions
demanded of it (Ã(k) > 0), we may then infer that

−1
[Ã(k)−1 ]br ≥ A[kk]
,
(15)
where [Ã(k)−1 ]br is the dk × dk sub-matrix of Ã(k)−1
in the bottom right corner of Ã(k)−1 . Furthermore, the

equality only holds when Ak = 0, implying that A[kj] = 0
for all j 6= k, and as A is symmetric this implies that
A[jk] = 0 for all j 6= k. Now Ã(k)−1 = Pk A−1 PkT , which
implies that [Ã(k)−1 ]br = [A−1 ][kk] . Hence, by putting
this into Eq. (15) this leads us to the final conclusion that

−1
[A−1 ][kk] ≥ A[kk]
,
(16)
with the equality obtained if and only if A[jk] = A[kj] = 0
for all j 6= k.
As in Theorem 1 of the main text, consider a QSN with
commuting parameter generators, with the d-dimensional
vector to be estimated φ = (φ[1] , . . . , φ[s] ) where φ[k] is
a vector containing all of the parameters encoded into
sensor k. Moreover, as in the main text, consider the
sensor-separable initial state of the QSN
!
s
O
X
|ϕi =
khψ|λk ik|λk i ,
(17)
k=1

λk

where {|λk i} is a set of orthonormal mutual eigenstates
of the generators for all of the parameters encoded into
sensor k.
Proposition 2. For any QSN and state ϕ as described
above, there exists a measurement of ϕφ = Uφ |ϕihϕ|Uφ†
that saturates the QCRB and that can be implemented by
local measurements on each of the sensors.
Proof. As noted in the main text, the QFIM for ϕ is
block-diagonal. In particular, all of the between-sensor
terms are zero. Therefore an estimation procedure using this state can be treated as a collection of independent multi-parameter estimation problems: one at
each sensor. Because the parameter generators all commute, there exists a POVM on sensor k that saturates
the QCRB for the vector encoded into this sensor (as
Eq. (1) of the main text is satisfied [27]). This POVM
clearly need only act on this sensor (although to implement this POVM, ancillary systems may be required,
e.g., a local optical reference beam). As there is an optimal POVM for estimating the parameters encoded at
each sensor that is just a local operation on that sensor,
these POVMs may all be applied in parallel to the entire
sensing network. This is a measurement on the entire
network that (a) saturates the QCRB, and (b) requires
only local POVMs.
In the following proposition, we continue to consider
the type of QSN described above. As in the main text, we
denote our estimation uncertainty by EΦ (the definition
of this quantity is given in the main text).
Proposition 3. Consider a QSN with commuting generators and the Hilbert space H. For any mixed state
ρ ∈ D(H), there exists a pure state ψ ∈ D(H) such that
(1) ψ has an equal or lower QCRB on EΦ than ρ, and
(2) the resources contained in ψ and ρ are equal.
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Proof. Any density operator ρ ∈ D(H) satisfies ρ =
TrA (|Ψρ ihΨρ |) from some |Ψρ i ∈ H ⊗ HA and some ancillary Hilbert space HA , with HA = H always sufficient
[54]. |Ψρ i is known as a purification of ρ. It is clear that
F(Ψρ ) ≥ F(ρ), as one possible measurement strategy
with the pure probe |Ψρ i is to discard the ancillary sensor(s), which is entirely equivalent to having the probe
state ρ. Now any such purification |Ψρ i has an equal or
worse QCRB on EΦ than the state |ϕ0 i = |ϕi ⊗ |ψA i,
where |ϕi is the separable state constructed in the proof
of Theorem 1 in the main text (see also Eq. 17) – the precise form of which will be dependent on Ψρ – and |ψA i is
any state of the ancillary system(s). Moreover, we may
simply drop the ancillary systems in the state |ϕ0 i, as
they do not affect the QFIM of |ϕ0 i. As such, ϕ = |ϕihϕ|
has a smaller QCRB on EΦ than does ρ, for any ρ (noting
that ϕ depends on ρ). Finally, by construction ρ and ϕ
contain the same amount of resources. Hence, ϕ satisfies
the required conditions of ψ in this proposition.

where {·, ·} is the anti-commutator ({A, B} = AB +BA).
In our QSN problem, the generators of parameters encoded into different sensors must commute. That is,
[Ĥk , Ĥl ] = 0 for k ∈ Pp and l ∈ Pq with p 6= q, where
we are using the notation introduced in Eq. (7). More
importantly, this also implies that Ĥk acts non-trivially
only in sub-space Hl if k ∈ Pl (where Hl is the Hilbert
space of sensor l).
Now consider any probe state ρ ∈ D(H), and any purification of ρ into the Hilbert space H ⊗ H, which we
denote ψρ ∈ D(H⊗H) (ρ can always be purified into this
duplicated Hilbert space [54]). This purified state must
have an optimal estimation uncertainty (i.e., EΦ minimized over all measurements) that is equal to or smaller
than that of ρ. This is because any measurement strategy for ρ is equivalent to one for ψρ where the additional
sensors are discarded.
Denote the QFIM of ψρ by F. For a pure state, the
F[ll] sub-matrix of F depends only on the reduced density
operator

Proof of Theorem 2

ρl = TrS\l (ψρ ),

In this section, we prove Theorem 2 of the main text.
This is restated here for convenience. To be clear, in the
following theorem we are consider a general QSN, where
(1) the aim to estimate the vector φ = (φ[1] , . . . , φ[s] ),
where φ[k] is encoded into the k th sensor; (2) the generators are not assumed to all commute (in contrast to
Theorem 1).
Theorem. Consider any QSN in which we wish to minimize EΦ . For any estimator, probe state ρ ∈ D(H) and
measurement Mρ ∈ M (H), there exists an estimator,
probe ϕ ∈ D(H ⊗H) and measurement Mϕ ∈ M (H ⊗H)
for which
1. ϕ is separable between sensors, but each sensors can
be entangled with a local ancilla.
2. R(ϕ) ≤ 2R(ρ).
3. Mϕ is implementable by independent measurements of each sensor.
4. EΦ (ϕ, Mϕ ) ≤ EΦ (ρ, Mρ ) in the asymptotic µ
limit.
Proof. The proof is split into three parts: (i) We show
that for any ρ we can construct a pure state ϕ ∈ D(H ⊗
H) that satisfies condition 1 and that has an equal or
better QCRB on EΦ than does ρ; (ii) We show that there
is a measurement on ϕ that satisfies condition 3 and 4;
(iii) We prove that ϕ satisfies condition 2.
Part (i) – For entirely general generators, the elements
of the QFIM for a pure probe state are given by [44, 45]
Fmn (ψ) = 2h{Ĥm , Ĥn }i − 4hĤm ihĤn i,

(18)

(19)

where S \ l denotes the set of all the sensors except sensor
l. This follows from Eq. (18), and by noting that Ĥk
acts non-trivially only in the Hilbert space on which φk is
encoded. But we can also find a pure state in |ϕl i ∈ Hl ⊗
Hl with the same reduced density matrix, ρl , obtained
by tracing over the second ancillary sensor. Therefore
the state
|ϕi = |ϕ1 i ⊗ |ϕ2 i ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ϕs i,

(20)

where |ϕk i is a purification of ρk for k = 1, . . . , s, has a
0
QFIM F 0 with F[ll]
= F[ll] for all l. Now, as ϕ = |ϕihϕ|
contains no entanglement between any two sensors (but
note that ϕ does generally contain entanglement between
a sensor and its local ancillary duplicate), the off-diagonal
sub-matrices of F 0 are zero. This implies that


F[11] 0 · · ·
0
 0 F[22] · · ·
0 


F0 =  .
(21)
.
..  .
.
..
..
 ..
. 
0

0

· · · F[mm]

Now, from the inequality in Eq. (2), it follows that
1
1
Tr(W F −1 ) ≥ Tr(W F 0−1 ),
µ
µ

(22)

for any weighting matrix W , with the LHS of this inequality the QCRB on EΦ with the probe state ψρ , and
the RHS of this inequality the QCRB on EΦ with the
probe state ϕ. Hence, ϕ has an equal or lower QCRB
bound on the estimation uncertainty than the purified
state ψρ , for any ρ and any purification. Therefore, ϕ
also has a lower QCRB bound on EΦ than that for ρ,
and note that ϕ satisfies condition 1 of the theorem.
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Part (ii) – Because we do not know that the QCRB can
be saturated (for non-commuting generators it often cannot be saturated) simply showing that the QCRB bound
on EΦ for the separable state ϕ is smaller or equal to
the bound on EΦ for ρ, for any ρ, is insufficient to show
that ϕ necessarily has a better estimation precision than
ρ when an optimal measurement is chosen. However, we
can confirm this is the case, with the following argument.
The precision with which φ[l] can be measured is always
improved or unaffected if we know φ[k] for all k 6= l. Both
ψρ and ϕ have the same QFIM for φ[l] , which is F[ll] , and
if all the other parameters are known we may set them to
zero (by local known unitaries before the measurement).
Therefore, the φ[l] -encoded state in each of these cases is
ψρl ≡ (1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ul (φ[l] ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)|ψρ i,
l

ϕ

≡ |ϕ1 i ⊗ · · · ⊗

ϕll

⊗ · · · ⊗ |ϕs i,

(23)
(24)

where ϕll ≡ (Ul (φ[l] ) ⊗ 1)|ϕl i.
Using only φ[l] independent unitary operations and partial traces (on an
extended Hilbert space), we may map ϕl → ψρl . We
relegate a proof of this to the following section. Hence,
any POVM on ψρl is exactly equivalent to some POVM
on ϕl . This is in the sense that the POVMs have the
same number of POVM effects and each measurement
outcome, m, is associated with the same probability density function, p(m|φ[l] ). This implies that ϕl can estimate φ[l] with at least as small an estimation uncertainty
as can be obtained with ψρl , when all the other parameters are known and if the optimal measurement is
used. Note that this measurement might not saturate
the QCRB bound for EΦ[l] , and when this is the case
the optimal measurement will depend on the weighting
sub-matrix W[ll] .
Return now to the actual problem of interest – when
all of the parameters are not known. For the separable
state ϕ, all of the φ[l] can be measured simultaneously to
the same, or a better, precision that ψρ can estimate each
φ[l] when all of the other φ[k] are known. This is because
ϕ is separable between any two sensor-and-local-ancilla
pairs, and so the optimal POVM for estimating φ[l] with
that state, and given W[ll] , need only act on the lth duplicate sensor (for exactly the reasons given in the proof
of Proposition 2, except that now the QCRB possibly
cannot be saturated). Hence, all of the measurements
to optimize the estimation precision of each φ[l] can be
implemented in parallel. However, there is no guarantee that ψρ can estimate all of the φ[l] simultaneously
with the same estimation uncertainty that each one can
be estimated with when all of the other parameters are
known.
Hence, we have shown that we can map any density
operator ρ to a pure state ϕ that is separable between
sensors (but may have entanglement between a sensor
and a local ancilla), and that, for some POVM that can
be implemented with independent local measurements,

the estimation uncertainty obtained with ϕ is equal or
lower than that obtained with ρ, for any measurement
on ρ. Thus, although the QCRB cannot necessarily be
saturated, a separable state allows us to get as close as it
is possible to saturating it. As such, we have now found
a state and measurement for which conditions 1, 3 and 4
hold.
Part (iii) – Finally, we need to show that the resources
consumed by ϕ are at most twice those in ρ. In order to
assess the resources contained in a state of s sensors and
s ancillas it is necessary to define how to count resources
in the ancillas. The natural “worst case” extension of
the resource operator R̂ = R̂1 + R̂2 + · · · + R̂s (see main
text) to a larger sensors-and-ancillas Hilbert space is of
the form R̂ → R̂0 with
R̂0 = (R̂1 + R̂10 ) + (R̂2 + R̂20 ) + · · · + (R̂s + R̂s0 ),

(25)

where R̂k0 is the same as the operator R̂k except that
it instead acts non-trivially only on the ancillary sensor
local to sensor k (whereas R̂k acts non-trivially only on
sensor k). This is because with this choice for R̂0 we
are counting resources in the ancillas on an equal footing
to resources consumed by the sensors. Once this is understood, it is immediately clear that ϕ need contain no
more than twice the amount of resources as ρ. The exact
amount depends on the chosen purification to construct
ϕ, and could be considerably less than this, but it need
never be greater than this.
Note that in the proof of Theorem 2, we took the most
conservative approach to resource counting with ancillas that seems physically sensible. An alternative wellmotivated choice for the resource operators is to take the
resource operator on each ancilla to be the operator that
maps all vectors to zero. This is the relevant choice when
all properties of the ancillary systems are irrelevant from
the perspective of resource counting. This is arguably the
most appropriate method for counting resources when
the parameters are induced by some fragile sample (relevant optical sensing examples include measurements of
spin ensembles [55], biological systems [56, 57], atoms
[58, 59] and single molecules [60]). In this case, it is essential to minimize the disturbance of the sample, and
as any ancillary systems do not interact with the sample
there is no need to minimize any property (e.g., energy)
local to that part of the state. In this setting, our argument implies that there is no fundamental improvement
gained from using sensor-entangled states, as we noted
in the main text.
Equivalent POVMs

In this final section, we confirm the claim made in the
proof of Theorem 2: using only φ[l] -independent unitary
operations and partial traces (on an extended Hilbert
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space), we may map ϕl → ψρl . The precise forms for
these states were given in the proof of Theorem 2, and
will be repeated later in this section. To prove this claim
we show something more general, and then show how it
applies in this particular case.
Consider a density operator, ρ, on some Hilbert space,
H, with dimension q. Now consider any purification of ρ
into H ⊗ H, denoted |Ψ1 i, and another purification of ρ
into a Hilbert space |Ψ2 i ∈ H ⊗H0 , where H0 is of dimension q 0 ≥ q. Consider the states obtained by enacting the
local unitary u on the ‘original’ Hilbert space, i.e., the
states

which acts on HT = H ⊗ H ⊗ H0 . For any such ΛA it
follows that
ΛA (|Ψ1 (u)i ⊗ fid0 ) =

(26)

|Ψ2 (u)i = (u ⊗ 1q0 )|Ψ2 i.

(27)

Via only u-independent unitary transformations and partial traces, we may map |Ψ1 (u)i⊗ fid0 → |Ψ2 (u)i, where
fid0 is some fiducial state in H0 .

αk |γku i ⊗ |ϕk i ⊗ |ϑk i. (31)

k=1

In essentially the same fashion we have that
ΛB ΛA (|Ψ1 (u)i ⊗ fid0 ) =

q
X

αk |γku i ⊗ |fidi ⊗ |ϑk i,

k=1

where ΛB is a unitary on HT defined by
0

ΛB = 1 ⊗

|Ψ1 (u)i = (u ⊗ 1q )|Ψ1 i,

q
X

q
X

Uk† ⊗ |ϑk ihϑk |,

(32)

k=1

where Uk are any unitaries with the action Uk |fidi = |ϕk i
for k = 1, . . . , q, where |fidi is some fixed state in H, and
Uk may have any action for k = q + 1, . . . , q 0 . Therefore,
denoting
|ξ(u)i = ΛB ΛA (|Ψ1 (u)i ⊗ fid0 ),

(33)

we have that
|Ψ2 (u)ihΨ2 (u)| = Tr2 (|ξ(u)ihξ(u)|) ,
Proof. It is always possible to express |Ψ1 (u)i as

|Ψ1 (u)i =

q
X

αk |γku i ⊗ |ϕk i,

(28)

(34)

where the trace operation is over the second Hilbert space
in HT = H ⊗ H ⊗ H0 . Hence, we can map |Ψ1 (u)i
to |Ψ2 (u)i using only u-independent unitary transformations and a partial trace.

k=1

where the |γku i and |ϕk i states form orthonormal bases
for H, and only the |γku i depend on u. Because |Ψ2 (u)i
is also a purification of ρ it must be possible to express
it in the similar form

|Ψ2 (u)i =

q
X

αk |γku i ⊗ |ϑk i,

(29)

k=1

where the |ϑk i are q states from an orthonormal basis of
H0 (that is, |ϑk i for k = 1, . . . , q 0 is an orthonormal basis
for H0 ).
Now consider any unitaries, Uk0 , such that Uk0 fid0 =
|ϑk i for k = 1, . . . , q (note that this relation does not fully
define any of the unitaries). Using any such unitaries, we
may construct the unitary

ΛA = 1 ⊗

q
X
k=1

|ϕk ihϕk | ⊗ Uk0 ,

(30)

As stated at the beginning of this section, in the proof
of Theorem 2 we considered the two φ[l] -encoded states
ψρl = (1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ul (φ[l] ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1)|ψρ i,
ϕ

l

= |ϕ1 i ⊗ · · · ⊗

ϕll

⊗ · · · ⊗ |ϕs i,

(35)
(36)

where ϕll = (Ul (φ[l] ) ⊗ 1)|ϕl i, and we claimed that
using only φ[l] -independent unitary operations and partial traces (on an extended Hilbert space) we may map
ϕl → ψρl . We may clearly map ϕl → ϕll using
a partial trace, so we only need to show that the result
above implies that we may ϕll → ψρl using only φ[l] independent unitary operations and partial traces. Both
|ϕl i and |ψρ i are purifications of the same density operator ρl = TrS\l (ρ) on sensor l. In particular, |ϕl i is a
purification into the doubled Hilbert space and |ψρ i a purification into a larger Hilbert space. Furthermore, ϕll
and ψρl are simply |ϕl i and |ψρ i, respectively, evolved
by some φ[l] -dependent unitary that is local to the ‘original’ Hilbert space. As such, it is clear that our derivation
above implies that there is a mapping ϕll → ψρl which
uses only φ[l] -independent unitary operations and partial
traces (on an extended Hilbert space).

